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Elections Begin with a New Focus

Camille Augustin
Staff Writer

2010 marks the 50th anniversary of the Howard University Student Association, HUSA dissertation. This new year also signifies the beginning of a new student election season. Candidates from local high schools and colleges, HUSA president and vice president, undergraduate and graduate students begin their everlasting process of campaign season. But how do we get to see as many HUSA and undergraduate candidates we are going to focus on in this story on the local schools and colleges like this election season," said Nelson Gillum, interim general elections commissioner. "We want to hold up those names and get students excited to participate in this election season. By focusing on the local scene, Gillum says we can help increase the rate of student government, given the 50th anniversary of HUSA.

On the HUSA slate, are Brandee Burns and William Roberts. The website info for HUSA is Easy Camp and Terra Johnson Candidates for undergraduate are Pierre Whalley and Corey Binson. The HUSA 2010 candidates will be Thursday, at Aldrich Student Center Voting day is March 5.

Being a transfer political science major, Suzanne Angrum said she does not know what to expect this election season, but she thinks the candidates should all be well-researched and reliable students. "Persistence, being willing to be able to make decisions on what I thought was best for this election," Angrum said. "They also need to be resourceful and get the students what they need." HUSA Vice President Jerome Jones said elections are most important. He said he sees it as a time for students to get to know each other, what they can do for Howard University, "Students above all talk about student grades," Joseph said. "This helps in the long run enough to know they will have an impact on student governance."

He also suggests that students go to this upcoming speakers get familiar with the candidates. Gillum hopes that students' interest will start some type of interest in the upcoming elections. "If they did, the general student body should step up to the plate and get involved," Gillum said.

Letting the students get a chance to be heard by the candidates is what Joseph wants. "They can talk to the students. They can talk to the students about their plans," Joseph said. "This makes in the power enough to know they will have an impact on student governance."

HU Students Anticipate Snow Day

Riley Wilson
Staff Writer

Lillian Lambert, the first African-American woman to graduate from Howard Business School, paid a visit to the Howard University Jacksonville. Even though Lambert showed great interest in visiting the Howard campus, students did not attend. There was only one student attendee at the book signing. The rest of the attendees were faculty, administrative or student Lamont college over—growing to fewer than 2200 pages.

In association with a School of Business in our University, the School of Business administration, yesterday Lambert discussed her role through undergraduate student attendees. Her question, "The Road College..." Lambert stated her students were in a position to take advantage of the knowledge and experiences that the other attendees had had. Lambert's perspective of students was empathized through their lack of attendance.

Two disappointments with the low turnout, especially since it was supposed to be sponsored by a School of Business in our University, said Alva Lawrence, a senior global studies major. "It was disappointing for such a prestigious woman," Lawrence said. Most of the other attendees were members of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. an organization Lambert joined during her Howard years.

Lambert will be making another stop at Harvard Business School. "The Harvard Business School..." Lambert stated her students were very good at Harvard and I've had good professors at Harvard. I have an excellent opportunity."
## Bison Offense Iced by Delaware State Defense

The Lady Bison lacrosse team will begin their season Saturday against the Navy in Annapolis, Md., at noon. After a tough schedule last season, the Bison will begin their first set of home games Feb. 21.

### Bisons vs. Delaware State

- **Result:** Delaware State 54-45 against conference rival Delaware State.
- **Location:** Delaware State.

### Next Matchup

- **Date:** March 5
- **Opponent:** Delaware State
- **Location:** Delaware State

---

### Ladies’ Basketball

- **Matchup:** Washington, D.C.
- **Score:** 54-45
- **Date:** February 3, 2010

### Women’s Basketball

- **Matchup:** Washington, D.C.
- **Score:** 54-45
- **Date:** February 3, 2010

---

### Lacrosse Team Set For Season

The Lady Bison Lacrosse Team will begin their season Saturday against the Navy in Annapolis, Md. at noon. After a tough schedule last season, the Bison will begin their first set of home games Feb. 21.

### Bison Briefs

#### Tennis

- **Matchup:** Washington, D.C.
- **Score:** 48-44
- **Date:** February 3, 2010

### Basketball

- **Matchup:** Washington, D.C.
- **Score:** 54-45
- **Date:** February 3, 2010

---

### Interests in Writing About Your Hometown Team or Want to Cover Bison Sports?

Email thehilltopsports@gmail.com and share your ideas.

---

### Sports Trivia!

Who is the NBA’s all time leading scorer?

(...and no, it’s not Wilt Chamberlain)

Search the Hilltop for the answer.
FASHION DESIGNER & MALE MODEL CALL

The 2010 DX College Fashion Designer of the Year Competition will be a featured attraction at the Art of Urban Beauty Expo (AUBE). Students from HU will compete for over $1,000 in cash, trophies, prizes and national exposure!

Top HU future fashion icons will showcase their new exciting ready-to-wear designs (Urban Fashion Business Chic, Alien-G Glam, and Outdoor Casual) that will appear in the 2010 Spring Edition of Diamonds Xcel Magazine. Partial proceeds will be given to the Italian Relief Fund.

- When: Thursday February 4, 2010 / 5pm - 6pm
- Where: HU Division of Fine Arts (2nd Floor)
- Cost: FREE!!!

All potential fashion designer finalists must be HU students and complete at least two finished garments, and six fashion illustrations for pre-judging consideration. The illustrations must be copied and left with the judge on 8 1/2" x 11" paper.

Participating finalists can create all new fashion garments to present in the AUBE from those garments that are presented at the Open University Designer Call.

Male Models are asked to dress GQ and finalists will also appear in 2010 Diamonds Xcel Magazine.

An HBCU Non-profit Event

Sponsored by the Howard University Student Association. Advertisements courtesy of the Hilltop Newspaper.

TO:
Howard University Community

FROM: Clifford Smith
Director, Parking and Shuttle Service

SUBJECT: STUDENT SAFETY FIRST: Howard University I.D. and Shuttle Services

The safety of our students and the entire Howard University community is of utmost importance.

To ensure the safety of all students and the entire community, everyone is required to show a valid University I.D. to use shuttle services. This is mandatory.

To board each shuttle bus, please comply with the driver’s request for your I.D.

Our goal is to keep you and the University community safe. Help us keep you safe by displaying your valid University I.D.

"If the Negro in the ghetto must eternally be fed by the hand that pushes him into the ghetto, he will never become strong enough to get out of the ghetto."

Carter G. Woodson,
Black History Month Founder
WANT TO BECOME THE NEXT EDITOR-IN-CHIEF OR BUSINESS MANAGER OF THE HILLTOP?

EDITOR IN CHIEF

The Editor-in-Chief must meet the following general eligibility criteria:

A. ACADEMIC
1. Must be currently enrolled as full-time student and have at least a 2.0 cumulative grade point average at the time of application and throughout the academic year.
2. Must remain a full-time student, maintain a minimum 2.0 cumulative grade point average throughout the entire academic year.
3. Must provide evidence of attendance in at least one class on student work, student organization or on the editorial or legal aspects of newspapering or journalism, prior to selecting the Editor-in-Chief.
4. Must exhibit the ability to work effectively.

B. EXPERIENCE
1. Must be involved in a non-curricular activity that is related to the field of journalism or newspapering.
2. Must have a working knowledge of newspaper production and marketing.
3. Must show evidence of understanding the needs, issues and perspectives of the incoming student community.
4. Must have a working knowledge of the Hills and its related organizations.

C. PERSONAL
1. Must have a working knowledge of newspaper production and marketing.
2. Must have a working knowledge of the Hills and its related organizations.
3. Must be involved in a non-curricular activity that is related to the field of journalism or newspapering.
4. Must exhibit the ability to work effectively.

MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
1. Produce the weekly Hills newspapers on schedule and to the highest professional standards, as determined by the Hills editorial board.
2. Develop organizational descriptions in consultation with the Hills editorial advisor, the Hills production advisor and the Hills staff.
3. Review all material prior to publication and make sure it is not potentially embarrassing or inappropriate.
4. Develop a strong, independent editorial policy.
5. Apply the principles of newspaper production effectively and economically.

BUSINESS MANAGER

The Business Manager must meet the following general eligibility criteria:

A. ACADEMIC
1. Must be currently enrolled as full-time student and have at least a 2.0 cumulative grade point average throughout the academic year.
2. Must remain a full-time student, maintain a minimum 2.0 cumulative grade point average throughout the entire academic year.
3. Must provide evidence of attendance in at least one class on student work, student organization or on the editorial or legal aspects of newspapering or journalism, prior to selecting the Business Manager.
4. Must exhibit the ability to work effectively.

B. EXPERIENCE
1. Must have a working knowledge of accounting.
2. Must have a working knowledge of newspaper production and marketing.
3. Must have a working knowledge of the Hills and its related organizations.
4. Must show evidence of understanding the needs, issues and perspectives of the incoming student community.

C. PERSONAL
1. Must have a working knowledge of accounting.
2. Must have a working knowledge of the Hills and its related organizations.
3. Must be involved in a non-curricular activity that is related to the field of journalism or newspapering.
4. Must exhibit the ability to work effectively.

MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE BUSINESS MANAGER
1. Manage the advertising and classifieds departments, as determined by the Hills editorial board.
2. Oversee the daily activities of the business manager, as determined by the Hills editorial board.
3. Develop advertising policies, as determined by the Hills editorial board.
4. Develop advertising policies, as determined by the Hills editorial board.
5. Develop advertising policies, as determined by the Hills editorial board.
6. Develop advertising policies, as determined by the Hills editorial board.
7. Supervise staff and manage solicitors.
8. Provide weekly reports of the Hills sales department to the Hills editorial advisor, the Hills production advisor and the Hills staff.

APPLICATIONS DUE MARCH 1

PICK UP AN APPLICATION IN STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE
The Hilltop

...making even the most awkward situations a little more bearable.
Students seeking housing for the 2010-2011 academic year are required to participate in RSVP. Students who are validated for Spring 2010 will be able to make their $200 Advanced Rent Payment online through February 5, 2010.

Payment instructions are under "Housing Deposit Payment" in BisonWeb.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
All students with housing assignments for the 2010-2011 academic year MUST be validated prior to moving into the residence halls.

NOTE: Your $200 deposit does not guarantee you housing.

Continuing students who are recipients of the Presidential, Laureate, Capstone, Founders, Upward Bound and Hartford Scholarships do not have to submit a RSVP deposit, but must make an online selection.
Breakfast boosts performance and energy.

The dangers of missing breakfast may pose a threat to your body's overall health and wellness.

By Jessica Babine
Contributing Writer

From dietary and cholesterol guidelines, school, workplace, personal health, and even athletic performance, the importance of the meal "that day in and of itself" in the morning cannot be understated, but not even Grace Goger, a senior wellness management major, cooks up every morning.

Goger wakes up early to prepare breakfast and go about her day.

"I don't generally wake up hungry," Goger said. "I usually have breakfast, I'm usually not hungry. I usually have a bagel and coffee." She recalls one day when she did not eat breakfast, "I started feeling dizzy later in the day and adjusting for food, and I had a group meeting but couldn't concentrate." Most college students live a fast-paced life and could not imagine waking up to a hot breakfast each morning.

"Breakfast, morning meal, said Thomas Baker, Ph.D., an associate professor in Howard's College of Pharmacy, Nursing and Allied Health Sciences-CPNASO. She said other student bodies have faced for eight hours at night, which reflects on energy and memory.

"When I blood breakfast consistently might not reflect hunger in the morning, because their bodies have adjusted to not eating breakfast. Said Wider when you don't eat breakfast, "more blood sugar was glucose in the liver and then begins to think that the breakfast is over." She says the cases, the body changes to store high to avoid breaking down instead of eating diet and energy."

"The body prefers glucose as a source of energy," Baker said. According to the United States Department of Agriculture, the percentage of people who breakfast decreases with age but does not take away from the fact that it remains the most important meal of the day in most recent surveys conducted by Harvard researchers, consisting of 3,953 American adults, 98 percent eat breakfast every day.

"I hope you know how to maintain a balanced diet and provide sufficient amounts of glucose as a source of energy."

Baker went on to explain that cases of these differentials include anorexia, bulimia and anorexia nervosa. Adjusting to the United States Department of Agriculture, the percentage of people who breakfast decreases with age but does not take away from the fact that it remains the most important meal of the day. In most recent surveys conducted by Harvard researchers, consisting of 3,953 American adults, 98 percent eat breakfast every day.

"I hope you know how to maintain a balanced diet and provide sufficient amounts of glucose as a source of energy."

Baker went on to explain that cases of these differentials include anorexia, bulimia and anorexia nervosa. Adjusting to the United States Department of Agriculture, the percentage of people who breakfast decreases with age but does not take away from the fact that it remains the most important meal of the day. In most recent surveys conducted by Harvard researchers, consisting of 3,953 American adults, 98 percent eat breakfast every day.
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Katie Chandler is finding balance as the legal guardian of her teenage sister, her busy life and her promising career. Every day, she's feeding her life, her career and her future.

Feed your future at www.pwc.tv
Have Gay Rights Become the New Civil Rights Movement?

For years, black people in America struggled for the rights that other citizens were naturally guaranteed. From the right to vote, to the right to receive a higher education, African Americans fought to achieve equality in a quest of conquering the opposition. Whether or not they acknowledged it or not, as African Americans, we are still fighting similar battles against racism and generalized prejudices as a result of our race. The Whos, the eras of activists like Martin Luther King Jr., and Rosa Parks, marked the peak confrontation and significant times of fighting for African American rights and Civil Rights Movement.

From the late 1960s, the gay community has also been pursuing equality in America. They work the right to be married and not to experience prejudices during the workplace, among other things. The gay community has come through, and is still going through, a significant struggle to achieve rights and equality. Of course it’s a struggle, but the current gay rights movement is in no way comparable to the African-American Civil Rights Movement and the improvements they accomplished.

Our View: The fight for gay rights should not be compared to the Civil Rights Movement.

It’s a continuous struggle for all races of the population on equal opportunity and treatment. Regardless of the outcome, one thing is for certain; there definitely is control over whether or not you are African American or gay. As we see particularly passionate, other people pitch into the fight from the land of gay people and brought to America, the African Americans were taken from Africa and brought overseas against their will. The gay community, is a living being in danger, affected with wrong laws, and lobbied out of their right to vote, voting rights and desegregation. Another Gay Rights Movement, and the heroes that came with it, will never happen again in the United States. The nation has already experienced this and times have absolutely changed. The gay community is, unfortunately, facing the same struggle. This is not in any way to desegregate. The strength of the gay community is that their determination, and only by recognizing that there will need to be another struggle like the Civil Rights Movement, enabled by our ancestors.

Have no friend who denies your right to grow.

- Reverend Run

Something to say? Speak up! Send your perspectives to hilltopeditors@gmail.com

Sports Trivia Answer: Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
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Hilltopics are printed everyday. The first 20 words are $10 and $25 for each additional word. There is a 25% additional charge for small images. All classified ads must be submitted and paid for 3 business days in advance. We accept payment in the form of cashier's checks, money orders, business checks, and major credit cards.

The Hilltop Picnic Board is now hiring for Hilltop Chair and Treasurer. 

Contact The Hilltop Business Office at 202-806-4749. Email your reservations and artwork material to hilltoponline.com.

Visit Hilltop for reservations and artwork material to hilltoponline.com. Be sure to specify your run date, background, and text colors.

THE EXCEL CAMPAIGN WANTS THE SCHOOL OF C TO BE THEIR BEST. WE ARE PUTTING THE STUDENTS BACK IN STUDENT COUNCIL. 

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER @EXCEL CAMPAIGN 

Free kickboxing & yoga week Mon Feb 8 thru Fri Feb 12 free kickboxing hand wraps to 1st-25 to RSVP call now limited space 210 601-3312 free shuttle transportation provided

Pick Up Applications from Office of Student Activities Blackburn Center Suite 217

Submit Application by February 18, 2010 before 2:40 p.m.

Register free for jobs near campus or home. www.student sórces.com

Free shuttle transportation provided

February 7, 2010 Blackburn Center Game Room 6:00 PM Free Food and Games 

THE END ZONE

February 3, 2010

Phil Sigma Pi National Honor Fraternity. Incorporated. Alpha Tau Chapter Present: 

Purple Label Cold Chain Spring 2010 Rush Week Wednesday 2/3 "Juicy Couture" Founder's Browsing Room 7:16pm

models models models college spring break Brazil 2010 pose for national college advertising campaign paid opportunities call for local audition

THE HILLTOP

Sitters Wanted $12 or more per hour.

Chicken & Waffles $8.00 W Advertisement (2/1/10)

J. Bell's Winghouse Euclid St NW Washington, DC (202) 462-9464

2010 Big Brother Big Sister mentor certificate program volunteer and paid positions available now to schedule interview 210 601-3312

2010 Big Brother Big Sister mentor certificate program volunteer and paid positions available now to schedule interview 210 601-3312

Visit the Verizon Wireless booth and get the lowdown on our amazing career opportunities!